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While West Coast ports are naturally better suited for the 
giant ships used today in the shipping industry, the 
expansion of the Panama Canal and diversification of 
sources for components or finished products have created 
opportunities for more cargo to flow to the East Coast. In 
fact, due to its significant logistics capacity, available land 
for industrial and manufacturing development, lower asking 
rents, and access to the country’s largest population 
concentration, the top industrial growth markets in the U.S. 
are located along the Southeast Coast, including South 
Carolina. 

The Columbia logistics market hasn’t experienced the same 
level of activity as its neighbors in the Lowcountry and 
Upstate regions, but market fundamentals remain solid. 
Prior to the global health crisis caused by the coronavirus 
epidemic, Columbia’s industrial vacancy rate was the lowest 
the market had seen in more than 13 years, at 3.4 percent. 
After rising slightly during the second and third quarters, 
2020 ended near historically low, pre-pandemic levels at 
3.5 percent. An even stronger signal of market solidity, 
average asking rents were up considerably by year’s end 
coming in at an average of $4.46 PSF from $4.20 PSF prior 
to the COVID-19 outbreak.  

The rapid growth in online grocery shopping – as well as a 
wider adoption of e-commerce in general – has sustained 
demand for logistics space with e-commerce sales 
generating three times the demand for warehouse space 
compared to store sales.

Nationally, the growth in e-commerce shows no sign of 
slowing. The second quarter of 2020 marked the highest 
ever year-over-year growth for e-commerce sales nationally, 
increasing 44.4 percent from $138.96 billion in 2019 to 
$200.72 billion in 2020. These online sales will comprise 15 
percent of all sales (up from 10 percent today) by 2022 and 
are projected to rise 50 percent over the next three years to 
$900 billion. (cont’d) 

CURRENT CONDITIONS

Prior to the global health crisis, Columbia’s industrial market ended 
second-quarter 2020 with a vacancy rate of merely 3.4% - the 
lowest rate the market had seen in more than 13 years.

The vacancy rate during the third quarter rose slightly to 3.7% after 
reporting a net absorption of -277,868 SF, but by year’s end, the 
rate is nearing pre-pandemic levels, coming in at 3.5% 

Average asking rents are up considerably to $4.46 PSF from $4.20 
PSF prior to the COVID-19 outbreak. 

MARKET ANALYSIS

Asking Rent and Availability

Net Absorption (SF, Millions)

MARKET SUMMARY
Current 
Quarter

Prior
Quarter

Year Ago
Period

Trending 
Forecast

Total Inventory 62.86 MSF 62.67 MSF 62.60 MSF 

Vacancy Rate 3.5% 3.7% 3.6% 

Quarterly Net Absorption 134,612 -277,868 1,142,013 

Average Asking Rent $4.46 $4.35 $4.20 
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The industrial asset class is bolstered by its ability to support multiple facets of consumer spending and appears to 
be a top choice for many investors trying to navigate the recession by focusing on deal velocity. There are 
currently six build-to-suit or speculative construction buildings underway in the Columbia market, so we can 
expect vacancy rates to increase slightly in the next few quarters as those spaces become available. 

Many are predicting 2021 will be a recovery year for most sectors. The actual effect of the pandemic on the 
industrial real estate market still won’t be realized for several quarters, but with the strong need essential 
businesses have for production and distribution facilities, industrial activity is not expected to slow.  Columbia’s 
central location and proximity to three major interstates, I-20, I-77, and I-26, will undoubtedly continue to attract 
industrial users as we navigate the post-pandemic recovery. 

SELECT SALES TRANSACTIONS

Building Submarket Sales Price Price/SF Square Feet

201 Metropolitan Dr Cayce/West Columbia $6,400,000 $22.45 285,000

130 Pinnacle Point Ct Northeast Columbia $4,725,000 $42.95 110,000

138 Zenker Rd Lexington $3,150,000 $51.39 61,300

SELECT LEASE TRANSACTIONS

Tenant Building Submarket Type Square Feet

DSV Solutions, LLC 809 Bookman Rd Northeast Columbia New 90,078

Home Depot U.S.A. Midway Logistics VI – 0 Bistline Dr Cayce/West Columbia New 68,040

Harsco Rail 1001 Technology Dr Cayce/West Columbia Renewal 50,000

SOVA, USA 200 E Church Street Fairfield County New 23,200
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SUBMARKET STATISTICS
Total 

Inventory 
(SF)

Total 
Vacancy 

Rate 

Total
Availability

Rate

Qtr
Absorption

(SF)

YTD
Absorption

(SF)

INDUSTRIAL
Asking Rent
(Price/SF)

FLEX
Asking Rent
(Price/SF)

Total
Asking Rent
(Price/SF)

Cayce/West Columbia 16,684,124 3.8% 4.2% -80,066 -81,086 $4.87 $9.14 $4.92 

Downtown (CBD) 628,227 7.8% 8.7% - -528 $4.95 - $4.95

Dutch Fork / Irmo 1,385,659 3.8% 2.3% 5,700 194,100 $5.25 $8.57 $7.76

Fairfield County 2,380,809 2.7% 4.8% -23,200 -23,200 $2.95 - $2.95

Kershaw County 7,096,844 3.0% 5.6% 200,000 -121,017 $3.32 - $3.32

Lexington 6,039,720 2.8% 3.2% 4,775 869 $4.52 $8.00 $5.20

North Columbia 3,820,881 4.7% 4.4% -35,700 -40,075 $4.56 $7.84 $4.66

Northeast Columbia 8,472,942 4.1% 5.2% 147,723 217,796 $3.99 $5.44 $4.22

Southeast Columbia 14,718,062 2.8% 3.5% -70,620 -135,210 $4.42 $5.95 $4.66

Saint Andrews 1,705,333 6.4% 6.9% -8,875 -22,049 $5.71 $12.50 $8.73

Market 62,862,601 3.5% 4.3% 134,612 317,238 $4.20 $7.15 $4.46

4Q 2020 COLUMBIA INDUSTRIAL MARKET
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ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Unemployment in South Carolina reached a record-breaking 12.1% in April due 
to the impact of the global health crisis on the national labor force, up from a 
historic low of 3.2% just one month prior.  

By June, though, as stay-at-home orders started to loosen on the county level, 
105,714 people gained employment, bringing the rate of unemployment back 
down to 8.7% in just one month.  In October, South Carolina dropped to its 
lowest unemployment rate since the COVID-19 pandemic began, 4.2%, after 
gaining 27,830 jobs in just one month.

South Carolina currently leads the nation in the percentage of jobs linked to 
non-U.S.-based companies.  8.2% of total private sector employment in South 
Carolina is due to foreign direct investment. In fact, foreign direct investment in 
South Carolina has grown 21% in the last five years, while the private sector 
has only seen 14% growth.  As a result, South Carolina will be more affected 
than most by any disruption to the global markets, or any impact the pandemic 
has on the countries that have established operations in the state.  

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE

Seasonally Adjusted

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX (CPI)

All Items, 12-Month % Change, Not Seasonally Adjusted 

EMPLOYMENT BY INDUSTRY

South Carolina, 2019

PAYROLL EMPLOYMENT

Total Nonfarm, Not Seasonally Adjusted, 12-Month % Change 

EMPLOYMENT GROWTH BY INDUSTRY

South Carolina, 2019, 12-Month % Change, Not Seasonally 
Adj.

Source:  U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
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All information contained in this publication is derived from sources that are deemed to be reliable. However, Wilson Kibler has not verified any such information, and the same constitutes the 
statements and representations only of the source thereof, and not of Wilson Kibler. Any recipient of this publication should independently verify such information and all other information that 
may be material to any decision that recipient may make in response to this publication and should consult with professionals of the recipient’s choice with regard to all aspects of that decision, 
including its legal, financial, and tax aspects and implications. Any recipient of this publication may not, without the prior written approval of Wilson Kibler, distribute, disseminate, publish, 
transmit, copy, broadcast, upload, download, or in any other way reproduce this publication or any of the information it contains.

ALYSE HOWARD
Marketing & Research Director
803.255.8611
Alyse.howard@wilsonkibler.com
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